Protecting a Lifetime of Savings

Financial Protection for
Raymond James Clients

You Need More Than Just
Identity Theft Protection

Protects your money, credit & identity
Enables family/professional support
Specialized protection for seniors

Round-the-Clock Protection

EverSafe® simplifies financial monitoring
and protects you and your family–including
parents and kids–from fraud, scams, and
identity theft. On guard 24/7, EverSafe sets
the standard in financial protection.

Safeguarding Your Identity
Is Just the Start

Our proprietary technology scans for identity
theft but also analyzes bank accounts,
investment accounts, credit cards, and
credit reports for signs of suspicious activity.
By protecting your finances across accounts
and institutions, EverSafe helps keep the
bad guys at bay.

IDENTITY THEFT
PROTECTION

FINANCIAL ACCOUNT
MONITORING

TRUSTED FAMILY/
PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT

PERSONALIZED
ALERTS

SPECIALIZED PROTECTION
FOR SENIORS

FRAUD RESOLUTION/
IDENTITY RESTORATION

We Know Our Customers

We use sophisticated data analytics to build
a personal profile based on your historical
financial activity. EverSafe then detects
transactions falling outside those regular
patterns and issues personalized alerts so
that fraud and other issues can be shut
down at their inception.
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Why EverSafe?
Standing Up for Seniors

EverSafe provides groundbreaking protection
for older adults, with specialized alerts
designed to detect elder financial abuse and
other aging issues. Our platform was
developed in consultation with experts in
aging, fraud protection, elder abuse, and law
enforcement.

An Extra Set of Eyes

We’ve Got Your Back

At EverSafe, we’re always just a phone call or
email away. Our customer support team can walk
you through the enrollment process, assist in
linking accounts, or discuss the customization of
alerts. Our team has experience in law
enforcement and expertise in elder fraud and
identity theft prevention. We stand ready to assist
with fraud resolution and identity restoration.

According to experts, monitoring is the single
most important factor in detecting and
resolving fraud and identity theft. With
EverSafe, you can designate family members
and/or professionals to serve as trusted
advocates who receive alerts and assist in
monitoring financial activity. Keeping an eye
on the financial health of loved ones has
never been simpler.

Financial Caregiving Made Easy

Protecting the financial health of your family
takes a team. EverSafe lets you keep an eye
on older and younger relatives without
traveling long distances to open statements
and bills. Our consolidated family dashboard
enables trusted advocates to view family
members’ transactions across all accounts
and institutions, reducing the time and anxiety
often associated with financial caregiving.

For more Information
contact us by phone at:

888-575-3837

or visit www.EverSafe.com/RJ18

EverSafe Detects:

• Identity theft and fraud
• Personal information on the Dark Web
• Unusual bank/investment transactions
• Erratic credit and debit card use
• Missing deposits
• Changes in spending patterns
• Dormant account activity
...and many more
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